
Brownian Motion and Related ProessesRobert L. WolpertVsn 1.4, February 8, 20121 Brownian Motion: De�nitionsBrownian motion an be de�ned and onstruted in many ways. Some ofthese inlude:1. A stohasti proess Xt with independent, normally distributed in-rements Xt � Xs � No(0; t � s), ontinuous paths, and initial valueX0 = 0;2. A Gaussian stohasti proess with mean EXt = 0, ovariane EXsXt =min(s; t), and ontinuous paths;3. A Markov proess Xt with initial value X0 = 0, transition probabilityP[Xt 2 A j Fs℄ = ZA e�(y�Xs)2=2(t�s) dyp2�(t� s)and ontinuous paths;4. A proess Xt with (a.) independent and (b.) stationary inrements(i.e., for n 2 N and 0 = t0 < t1 < t2 < � � � < tn, the random variables[Xti � Xti�1 ℄ are independent and have distributions depending onlyon (ti � ti�1)), with ontinuous paths.15. A martingale Xt suh that X2t � t is also a martingale, with initialvalue X0 = 0 and ontinuous paths.1With this de�nition the proess will have mean EXt = t� and variane E(Xt� t�)2 =t�2 for some onstants � 2 R, �2 > 0; the resaled proess [Xt � t�℄=� has the usualnormalization, � = 0 and �2 = 1.
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Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti ProessesThe only triky part of onstruting Xt is getting ontinuous paths; it'spretty easy to get a proess with the right joint distribution for all times t.Note that de�nitions (4) and (5) don't even mention the normal distribution;that follows from the other requirements as a onsequene of the CentralLimit Theorem.Here's one onstrution, for 0 � t � 1. The idea is to onstrut asequene of pieewise-linear approximations X(n)t to Xt, with exatly theorret distribution on all dyadi rationals of degree n (those of the formt = i=2n). The key omputation about Brownian motion is that for any0 � a � b �  < 1, the onditional distribution of Xb given Xa and X isnormal with mean �b = (�b)Xa+(b�a)X�a (the linear interpolate) and variane�2b = (�b)(b�a)�a ; for a = i2n ,  = i+12n , and midpoint b = a+2 = 2i+12n+1 , we have�b = 12 [Xa +X℄ and �2b = (12 )2+n.Let zi be an iid sequene of No(0; 1) random variables and for eah nde�ne random variables xni , 1 � i � 2n, by:Even i: x00 = 0 xn+12i = xni 0 � i � 2nOdd i: x01 = z1 xn+12i�1 = 12 [xni�1 + xni ℄ + (12)1+n=2z2n+i 1 � i � 2nNow de�ne a sequene of proessesX(n)t by linearly interpolating theX(n)i=2n =xni 's: X(n)t = (i� t2n)xni�1 + (1� i+ t2n)xni ; i� 12n < t � i2n :By onstrution X(n)t is a Gaussian proess with ontinuous paths, initialvalue zero, and the right probability distribution at eah nth-order dyadirational; it remains to show that the X(n)t onverge uniformly a.s. and thatthe limit is Brownian motion. We'll turn to that next leture.Atually, onstruting Brownian motion is in some sense very easy. If Ytis any square-integrable mean-zero stohasti proess starting at zero withindependent inrements, the funtion �2s = E[Y 2s ℄ must be inreasing sine,for 0 � s � t, �2t = E hfXs + (Xt �Xs)g2i = �2s + E(Xt � Xs)2 � �2s . If�2s !1 as s!1, then for eah n � 1 and t � 0 we an setsn(t) = inf[s : �2s � nt℄and de�ne X(n)t = 1pn Ysn(t): (1)2



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti ProessesFor every n 2 N, X(n)t has independent inrements with mean zero and ap-proximately the right ovariane (exatly the right ovariane if �2s is stritlyinreasing). In the limit as n!1, the ovariane beomes exatly orretwhether or not �2s inreases stritly, and moreover the Central Limit Theo-rem applies: for large n eah sn(t) beomes large, and for s < t the inrement[Ysn(t)�Ysn(s)℄ an be thought of as the sum of very many small and indepen-dent inrements and so has asymptotially a normal distribution. Thus thetime-hange (1) makes any square-integrable independent-inrement proessonverge to Brownian motion. In partiular we an onstrut Brownian Mo-tion as a limit of random walks, Markov hains, or Poisson proesses. Forthe simple symmetri random walk starting at zero, sn = dnte andXt = n� 12Ydnteonverges to Brownian Motion.1.1 Continuous PathsMost things we might want to ompute about any random variableX de�nedon some probability spae (
;F ;P) don't really depend on (
;F ;P) at all,but only on the probability distribution, the indued measure �X = P ÆX�1on the real line (R;B). The random variable �(!) = ! on the probabilityspae (R;B; �X) has the same probability distribution as X, and so we anusually study features of X without worrying about (
;F ;P) by using this\anonial probability spae" (R;B; �X). If we have not one but severalrandom variables X1, X2,..., Xn, the same idea works in n-dimensionalspae: if �X denotes the joint probability distribution, the anonial spaeis (Rn;Bn; �X ) on whih the random variables �i(!) = !i have the samejoint distribution as the Xi.What about in�nitely many random variables, espeially the unount-able in�nity of random variables Xt for Brownian Motion?Consider the set 
 of ontinuous real-valued funtions on the unit in-terval starting at zero: 
 = fContinuous !t : [0; 1℄ ! R; !0 = 0g. Thesupremum gives a natural notion of distane from one ! to another in 
,leading to the topologial notion of open sets; let F be the smallest �-algebra (or Borel Field, BF) ontaining these open sets, i.e., ontaining foreah !0 2 
 and � > 0 the �-ball entered at !0,B�(!0) = �! 2 
 : sup0�s�1 j!(s)� !0(s)j � �� :3



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proesses(Don't worry if this seems obsure). The distribution of Brownian Motionis just the probability measure P on (
;F) suh that �t(!) = !(t) is aBrownian Motion on (
;F ;P).One way to onstrut P , and with it Brownian Motion, is to look at thedistribution Pn indued by the proess X(n) de�ned earlier; if we an showthat these measures onverge, we an de�ne P to be their limit and verifythat it has the right properties.2 Path Continuity and Non-Di�erentiability(Following either of Durrett, 1984, 1996, Chap. 1)2.1 IntrodutionLast time we de�ned Brownian Motion in �ve ways, inluding� A stohasti proess Xt with initial value X0 = 0 witha) Stationary independent inrements [Xt �Xs℄;b) Normally distributed inrements [Xt �Xs℄ � No(0; t� s);) Continuous paths, almost surely.Are these onsistent? If a proess Xt has independent inrements, an theyalso have the spei�ed Gaussian distributions? If they do, an the proessalso have ontinuous paths? If so, is path ontinuity a onsequene of a)and b)? As we will see, the answers are Yes, Yes, and No, respetively. Tolarify the issues let's onsider other SII proesses satisfying a. above; threepossibilities are:Brownian Motion Xt : P[Xt �Xs 2 A℄ = RA e�x2=2(t�s) dxp2�(t�s)Cauhy Proess Ct : P[Ct �Cs 2 A℄ = RA (t�s) dx�[(t�s)2+x2℄Poisson Proess Nt : P[Nt �Ns 2 A℄ =Px2A e�(t�s) (t�s)xx!All three distributions are possible for SII proesses; to see this it is onlyneessary to hek that for t1 < t2 < t3, the indiated distribution for[Xt3 �Xt1 ℄ is the same as that of the sum of independent random variableswith the distributions indiated for [Xt2 �Xt1 ℄ and [Xt3 �Xt2 ℄. It turns outthat this is equivalent to requiring that the harateristi funtion E[eiaXt ℄ beof the form e�t�(a); for these three distributions the harateristi funtionsare indeed of that form with �(a) = a2=2, jaj, and [1� eia℄, respetively.All three distributions are also almost-surely ontinuous at every time t,in the sense that for every �xed t, P[Xt = lims!tXs℄ = P[Ct = lims!tCs℄ =P[Nt = lims!tNs℄ = 1. Note that the Poisson proess is onstant exept for4



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proessesjumps of size one, and so its paths are not ontinuous| they are ontinuousat eah �xed t, beause the jump times have ontinuous distributions, butany interval of length L will ontain at least one jump with probability1� e�L and so the path will not be a.s. ontinuous on that interval. Thereis no way to onstrut a Poisson proess with ontinuous paths; it turns outthat there is no way to onstrut a Cauhy proess with ontinuous paths,either (but that's more subtle). What about Brownian Motion?We have onstruted Brownian Motion already on the dyadi rationals
Q2 from an IID sequene zk of No(0; 1) random variables by setting X0 = 0,X1 = z1, and reursively de�ning Xt for t = 2i�12n+1 by Xt = 12 [X(i�1)=2n +Xi=2n + zi+2n=p2n℄. Can we extend the de�nition to all 0 � t � 1 byontinuity, i.e., set Xt � limQ23s!tXs?Any ontinuous funtion f(x) is uniformly ontinuous when restritedto a ompat set like [0; 1℄, and any uniformly ontinuous funtion g(x)de�ned on any set D an be extended to a uniformly ontinuous funtion onits losure �D, but in general a funtion that is merely ontinuous on some setD annot be extended to be ontinuous on �D. Pik an irrational ! 2 (0; 1)(perhaps 1� ) and think about the funtion g(x) = 1f[!;1℄g(x) de�ned onthe dyadi rationals x 2 Q2; g(x) is ontinuous at every rational x, sinejg(y) � g(x)j < � whenever jy � xj < Æx = jx � !j, but is not uniformlyontinuous sine no single Æ will work for all x.To extend Xs ontinuously to Q2 = [0; 1℄ we must show that Xs isalmost surely uniformly ontinuous on Q2, i.e., that for a.e. !, (8�)(9Æ!)suh that 0 � s < t � 1; (t � s) < Æ! ) jXt(!) � Xs(!)j < �. Note thatthis is not true for the Poisson proess, despite the almost-sure ontinuityat eah point t. The argument for Brownian Motion hinges on the Borel-Cantelli lemma and the routine alulation for normally-distributed randomvariables X � No(0; �2) and real numbers p > �1,E[jXjp℄ = Z 1�1 jxjp e�x2=2�2 dxp2��2= 2p� �2�2�p=2 Z 10 � x22�2�p=2e�x2=2�2 dxp2�2= 2p� �2�2�p=2 Z 10 � x22�2�(p�1)=2e�x2=2�2 x dx2�2= ��p+12 ��2�2�p=2p� = p(�2)p=2 (2)5



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proessesand so, for any  > 0 and Æ > 0,PhjXj=2n �Xi=2n j > �j � i2n � for some 0 � i < j � 2n, (j � i) � 2Æni� 2n�1Xi=0 i+2nÆXj=i+1PhjXj=2n �Xi=2n j > �j � i2n �i (by subadditivity)� 2n�1Xi=0 i+2nÆXj=i+1E[jXj=2n �Xpi=2nj ℄�j � i2n �p (by Chebyhev)= 2n�1Xi=0 i+2nÆXj=i+1 p� j2n � i2n�p=2� j�i2n �p (by (2))= p 2n�1Xi=0 i+2nÆXj=i+1�j � i2n �p( 12�)� p 2n2nÆ�2nÆ2n �p( 12�) = p2�n�where � = �(1+Æ)+(1�Æ)p(12 �). For  < 12 and Æ < 1 we an insure � > 0by taking p > 1+Æ( 12�)(1�Æ) . By the Borel-Cantelli lemma, for a.e. ! (9N!)(8n � N!) 8q = i=2n, r = j=2n s.t. jq� rj < 2�n(1�Æ), jXq �Xrj � (q� r) .It follows (see Durrett, 1996) that there exists a number ! <1 suh that(8q; r 2 Q2 \ [0; 1℄), jXq �Xrj � !(q � r)i.e., that the restrition of Xt to Q2 is a.s. uniformly H�older ontinuous ofindex  for every  < 12 . In fat this is about the best we an do: Xt isa.s. not H�older ontinuous of index  � 12 at any point t, and in partiularis not di�erentiable at any point t. In fat, one of the Laws of the IteratedLogarithm gives1 = lim sups!t �(Xt �Xs)p2(t� s) log log 1=(t� s) ; so lim sups!t jXt �Xsjpt� s = +1 a.s.
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Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proesses3 Brownian Saling and Reetion(Following Karlin and Taylor, 1975, pp. 345{351)3.1 IntrodutionWe have just onstruted a Brownian Motion proess, i.e.,� A stohasti proess Xt with initial value X0 = 0 witha) Stationary independent inrements [Xt �Xs℄;b) Normally distributed inrements [Xt �Xs℄ � No(0; t� s);) Continuous paths, almost surely.Now pik any  2 R,  6= 0, and h > 0 and de�ne four proesses Xk(t) fromXt = X(t) as follows:1. X1(t) = X(t=2);2. X2(t) = tX(1=t) for t > 0, X2(0) = 0;3. X3(t) = X(t+ h)�X(h);4. X4(t) = (t+ 1)X� 1t+1��X(1).It is straightforward to verify that eah of these is a Brownian motion satis-fying a), b), ) above; by the way, X4(t) only depends on X(s) for 0 < s � 1,and yields a Brownian motion for 0 � t < 1 from our earlier onstrutionof Brownian motion only for 0 � s � 1.It turns out that Property 3. above is true, not only for �xed h > 0, butalso for random � = �(!) > 0 provided � is a Markov time (a.k.a. stoppingtime); in partiular, it holds for �rst hitting times �a = inf[s > 0 : Xs � a℄.Sine a Brownian Motion has probability 12 of being positive at any timet > 0, it follows that for any time t > 0 and level a � 0,P�[Xt > a℄� = P�[Xt > a℄ \ [�a � t℄�= P�[�a � t℄� P�[Xt > a℄ j [�a � t℄�= P�[�a � t℄��12�so, turning things around,P�[�a � t℄� = 2P�[Xt > a℄�= 2���apt �:7



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti ProessesStarting at X0 = 0, let's �nd the probability that Xt = 0 for any t 2 [t0; t1℄.One way to make this preise is to think about the Markov time � = inf[t �t0 : Xt = 0℄ and alulate P[� � t1℄. If we ondition on the value a ofXt0 , this is just the probability that, in time t1 � t0, the Brownian motionXt+t0 � Xt0 ever reahes the value jaj in time [t1 � t0℄: we just alulatedthat this is P[� � t1 j Xt0 = a℄ = 2�� �jajpt1�t0 �. Thus the desired probabilityis P[� � t1℄ = E �2�� �jXt0 jpt1 � t0��= Z 2�� �jzjpt1 � t0� e�z2=2t0 dzp2�t0= 2� aros(t0=t1)These are intended to illustrate that many features of Brownian motionare amenable to analyti treatment and exat alulation: this isn't true formost other proesses, but we an often use alulations for Brownian motionas approximations for other proesses. For example, L�evy showed that forany t > 0, the Lebesgue measure of the set of times s � t at whih Xs ispositive exatly satis�es, for 0 � � � 1, the relationP ��[s � t j Xs > 0℄t � �� = 2� arsin(�);Kakutani showed that the fration of k � n for whih Sk > 0 has approxi-mately that same distribution, for any sum of iid rv's with zero mean and�nite variane.3.2 Proesses Related to Brownian Motion3.2.1 Brownian Motion with DriftLet Xt be a Brownian motion and let x0 2 R, � 2 R, and �2 > 0 bearbitrary; the proess X1(t) = x0 + �t+ �Xtis alled Brownian motion with drift. It has stationary independent inre-ments (with the normal No(�(t� s); �2(t� s)) distribution) and ontinuouspaths starting at X1(0) = x0.
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Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proesses3.2.2 Geometri Brownian MotionLet X1(t) be a Brownian motion with drift and setX2(t) = eX1(t) = ex0+�t+�Xt :This is alled Geometri Brownian motion, and is useful in modeling positivequantities whose frational hange is independent over di�erent periods; it isoften used in the mathematial theory of �nane, and in modeling reservoirlevels and related phenomena.3.2.3 Reeted Brownian MotionLet X(t) be a Brownian motion and setX3(t) = jX(t)jThis is alledReeted Brownian motion. The proess is positive and Marko-vian: in fat, for any x > 0 and y > 0 and t > s > 0,P[X3(t) �y j Fs; X3(s) = x℄= P f[jX(t)j � y℄ \ [X(s) = x℄ j Fs; X3(s) = xg+ P f[jX(t)j � y℄ \ [X(s) = �x℄ j Fs; X3(s) = xg= 12P f[jX(t)j � y℄ j Fs; X(s) = xg+ 12P f[jX(t)j � y℄ j Fs; X(s) = �xg= �� y � xpt� s�� ���y � xpt� s�= Z y0 pt�s(z j x) dzwhere the onditional pdf of jX(t)j is given (by di�erentiating) aspu(y j x) = 1p2�u�e�(x�y)2=2u + e�(x+y)2=2u�:3.2.4 Ornstein-Uhlenbek Veloity ProessLet X(s) be a Brownian motion, let � > 0, and setX4(t) = e��tX(e2�t); �1 < t <1:This is alled the Ornstein-Uhlenbek Veloity Proess (or the \OU proess"for short). It is both Markovian and stationary, in that the joint distribution9



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proessesof any k-tuple [X4(t1 + h); :::;X4(tk + h)℄ does not depend on h 2 R; for aGaussian proess like X4 this follows from the fat that the mean E[X4(t)℄ �0 is onstant and the ovarianeE[X4(s)X4(t)℄ = e��jt�sjdepends only on the di�erene (t�s). This proess was originally oneivedas the derivative Y 0(t) of a Gaussian proess Y (t) = Y0+R t0 X4(s)ds intendedto be an alternative model for the motion of pollen partiles that, unlikeBrownian motion, has a meaningful veloity and hene �nite kineti energy.The veloity proess X4(t) has proven more useful in modeling than theposition proess Y (t), and is most often alled simply the Orstein-Uhlenbekor OU proess.4 The Brownian Bridge4.1 IntrodutionLet X be a Brownian Motion proess and onsider two proesses de�ned asfollows for 0 � t � 1:X1(t) = X(t)� tX(1) X2(t) = (1� t)X� t1� t�:Obviously eah of these is a mean-zero Gaussian proess, sine X is. The�nite-dimensional distributions will be determined ompletely one we iden-tify the ovariane funtionsE[X1(s)X1(t)℄ = E��X(s)� sX(1)��X(t)� tX(1)��= E�X(s)X(t)� sX(1)X(t) �X(s)tX(1) + stX(1)X(1)�= �(s ^ t)� s(1 ^ t)� t(s ^ 1) + st(1 ^ 1)�= (s ^ t)� stE[X2(s)X2(t)℄ = (1� s)(1� t)EhX� s1� s�X� t1� t�i= (1� s)(1� t)h� s1� s� ^ � t1� t�i= (1� s)(1� t)� s ^ t1� (s ^ t)�= �s ^ t��1� (s _ t)�= (s ^ t)� st: 10



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti ProessesThus both proesses X1, X2 have ontinuous sample paths and mean-zeroNormal �nite-dimensional distributions with ovariane (s^ t)� st. Suh aproess is alled a Brownian Bridge, or sometimes pinned Brownian motion.It an also be thought of as a Brownian motion onditioned on the (null!)event X(1) = 0. It arises (as we'll see below) in nonparametri statistialproblems, and it an be used in onstruting Brownian motion and relatedproesses. From the seond de�nition it is lear that X2 is a Markov proess,but it does not have independent inrements and it is not a martingale:E[X2(t)�X2(s) j Fs℄ = � t�s1�sX2(s), not zero.4.2 The Kolmogorov-Smirnov StatistiLet Xi be independent and identially distributed from some unknown dis-tribution �X with distribution funtion F (t) = P[Xi � t℄ = �X�(�1; t℄�.If alled upon to guess F (t) from observations of Xi we would no doubtonsider the empirial distribution funtionF̂n(t) = #[i � n : Xi � t℄n = nXi=1 1f(�1;t℄g(Xi);a random funtion of t that starts at F̂n(�1) = 0 and jumps by 1=n ateah observation Xi. The distribution of nF̂n(t) is Bi�n; F (s)�, so F̂n(t) hasmean F (s) and variane F (s)[1�F (s)℄=n proportional to 1=n. Kolmogorovand Smirnov normalized this and studied the probability distribution of thequantity Yn = sup�1<s<1pn��F̂n(s)� F (s)��;the (normalized) largest deviation of the empirial distribution funtion fromthe true distribution funtion. It's not hard to see that Yn has the same prob-ability distribution for any ontinuous distribution F (t), and in partiular isthe same as that for uniformly distributed random variables with F (t) = t.What is the limiting distribution, as n!1?Regarded as a stohasti proess, F̂n has mean funtionE[F̂n(t)℄ = 1n nXi=1 E1f(�1;t℄g(Xi)= 1n nXi=1 P[Xi � t℄= F (t)11



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proessesand ovarianeEh�F̂n(s)� F (s)��F̂n(t)� F (t)�i= Eh� 1n nXi=1(1f(�1;s℄g(Xi)� F (s))�� 1n nXj=1(1f(�1;t℄g(Xj)� F (t))�i= n�2 nXi=1 Eh�1f(�1;s℄g(Xi)� F (s)��1f(�1;t℄g(Xi)� F (t)�i= n�1Eh(1f(�1;s℄g(X1)� F (s))(1f(�1;t℄g(X1)� F (t))i= n�1Eh1f(�1;s^t℄g(X1)� F (s)1f(�1;t℄g(X1)� 1f(�1;s℄g(X1)F (t) + F (s)F (t)i= n�1�F (s ^ t)� F (s)F (t)�= n�1�F (s) ^ F (t)� F (s)F (t)�Thus pn[F̂n(t) � F (t)℄ has the same ovariane funtion as X1(F (t)) fora Brownian Bridge X1(s), and by the Central Limit Theorem, the �nite-dimensional distributions of pn[F̂n(t)�F (t)℄ onverge weakly to the Normaldistribution as n!1.It would be nie to have something stronger| to be able to assert thatany ontinuous funtional of pn[F̂n(t)�F (t)℄ onverges weakly to a similarfuntional of the Brownian bridge, and in partiular that the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statisti Yn onverges to Y = sup0�t�1 jX1(t)j in distribution. Forthis we need to develop the onept of the distribution of a stohasti proess,and study weak onvergene of these distributions.4.3 DistributionsThe distribution of an R1-valued random variable X on some probabilityspae (
;F ;P) is just the indued measure �X(B) = P[X 2 B℄ = P ÆX�1on the Borel sets B of the real line. For example, X has the No(�; �2) dis-tribution if �X(B) = 1p2��2 RB e�(x��)2=2�2 dx and the Poisson distributionwith mean � if �X(B) =P[e���x=x! : x 2 B \ N0℄.Similarly the (joint) distribution of n random variables X1; : : : ;Xn isjust the oupation measure �X of the vetor X 2 Rn, �X(B) = P[X 2 B℄on the Borel sets Bn in Rn. But what about stohasti proesses, wheren = 1? What is the distribution of Brownian motion, or of the Brownianbridge, or of the Poisson proess or reeted Brownian motion?12



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proesses4.4 Path spaesIf a real-valued RV takes values in R and a random vetor in Rn, then areal-valued stohasti proess Xt de�ned for t 2 T = [0; 1℄ must take valuesin some set of paths 
 = [! : T ! R℄, and the distribution of X must be aprobability measure �X on some Borel Field F of subsets of 
. The simplestpath spae to onsider is the set of all funtions 
1 = [! : T ! R℄, and theylinder sets F1 generated by the evaluation funtionals{ i.e., the smallestBF ontaining sets of the form [! : !(t) 2 B℄ for eah t 2 T and Borel setB. This works, after a fashion: any onsistent set of �nite-dimensional dis-tributions does determine a unique measure �X on F1, and the proessX : 
 � T ! R de�ned by X(!; t) = !t does have the right proba-bility distribution at eah time t. Unfortunately some important sets ofpaths E are missing from F1, making it impossible to alulate �X [E℄; forexample, [! : t 7! !t is ontinuous℄ is not an event and even [! : t 7!!t is Lebesgue measurable℄ is non-measurable. We an evaluate !t at �xedtimes t, but the quantity Y (!) = sup0�t�1 j!tj is not a random variable (it'snot F1-measurable) and so we an't alulate its probability distribution.Next time we'll look at some alternative path spaes.4.5 Continuous PathsFor Brownian Motion and its relatives, the problem is solved by using theprobability spae of ontinuous funtions 
2 = C = [! : T ! R; t 7!!t is ontinuous℄. This is a metri spae in the supremum normÆ(!; !0) = sup0�t�1 j!t � !0tjand so has a Borel BF B = F2 generated by sets of the form [! : Æ(!; !0) < �℄for � > 0 and !0 2 C. By the distribution of a path-ontinuous stohastiproess X we will mean the measure �X indued on (C;B).
13



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proesses5 Path SpaesIf a real-valued RV takes values in R and a random vetor in Rn, then areal-valued stohasti proess Xt de�ned for t 2 T = [0; 1℄ must take valuesin some set of paths 
 = [! : T ! R℄, and the distribution of X must bea probability measure �X on some Borel Field F of subsets of 
. Threepossible path spaes to onsider are:1: 
1 = RT The set of all funtions T ! RF1 = �[X�1t (B)℄ The ylinder sets generated by the evalu-ation funtionals;2: 
2 = C(T : R) The set of all ontinuous funtions T ! RF2 = B�
2� The Borel sets generated by � balls3: 
3 = D(T : R) The Skorohod spae of all right-ontinuousfuntions T ! R with left limitsF3 = B�
3� The Borel sets generated by Skorohodneighborhoods.The simplest one to use is 
1. This works, after a fashion: any onsis-tent set of �nite dimensional distributions does determine a unique prob-ability measure �X on F1, and the proess X : 
 � T ! R de�ned byX(!; t) = !t does have the right probability distribution at eah timet. Unfortunately some important sets of paths E � 
1 are missing fromF1, so they are not events, making it impossible to alulate �X [E℄. Forexample, [! : t 7! !t is ontinuous℄ is not an event and even [! : t 7!!t is Lebesgue measurable℄ is non-measurable. We an evaluate !t at �xedtimes t, but the quantity Y (!) = sup0�t�1 j!tj is not a random variable(it's not F1-measurable) and so we an't alulate its probability distribu-tion. SO, instead, we use 
2 for proesses with ontinuous paths, and 
3for proesses with jumps.5.1 Continuous PathsFor Brownian Motion and its relatives, the problem is solved by using theprobability spae of ontinuous funtions 
2 = C = [! : T ! R; t 7!!t is ontinuous℄. This is a metri spae in the supremum normÆ(!; !0) = sup0�t�1 j!t � !0tjand so has a Borel �eld B = F2 generated by �-balls of the form B�(!0) � [! :Æ(!; !0) < �℄ for � > 0 and !0 2 C. By the distribution of a path-ontinuousstohasti proess X we will mean the measure �X indued on (C;B). The14



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proessesspae 
3 is suitable for proesses with disontinuous paths inluding thePoisson proess, generalized Poisson proess, birth/death proesses, Markovhains, the Cauhy proess, and others.5.2 Tightness and Weak ConvergeneAny in�nite sequene �n � [0; 1℄ has a limit point �1 in [0; 1℄, and a sub-sequene �nk ! �1. The proof is the so-alled diagonal argument. Startwith i = 0, [a0; b0℄ = [0; 1℄, and n0j = j. Note that [ai; bi℄ ontains all ofthe in�nite sequene nij. For eah i let [ai+1; bi+1℄ be [ai; ai+bi2 ℄ if that on-tains in�nitely-many of the nij, and otherwise let [ai+1; bi+1℄ be [ai+bi2 ; bi℄;let ni=1;j be the subsequene of nij whih lie in [ai+1; bi+1℄. Now the diago-nal sequene nii must lie in eah [aj ; bj ℄ for i � j, and so must be a Cauhysequene onverging to the limit �1 = \[ai; bi℄ in [0; 1℄.In Rn any losed and bounded set K has the property that every in�nitesequene �n � K has a limit point �1 2 K. Suh a set K is said to be(sequentially) ompat. A set A like (0; 1℄ whose losure is ompat is some-times alled preompat or onditionally ompat. Every in�nite sequene�n � A has a limit point �1, but it is possible that �1 =2 A. In Rn everybounded set is preompat, but in other metri spaes simple boundednessmay not be enough; for example the funtions fn(x) = sin(n�x) are all ele-ments of the spae C = Cb(T ) of ontinuous bounded funtions on T = [0; 1℄are all bounded by 1, but no subsequene onverges uniformly on T = [0; 1℄.The Arzel�a-Asoli theorem asserts that a set A � C of ontinuous funtionsis preompat if and only if the elements ! 2 A are uniformly bounded andequiontinuous, i.e., if and only if:� For some B <1, j!(0)j < B for all ! 2 A;� For all � > 0 there is a Æ > 0 suh that 8! 2 A, 8s; t 2 T , js � tj <Æ ) j!(s)� !(t)j < �.Now let �n be a sequene of probability measures on the Borel setsB of (0; 1℄. The numbers �n = �n((0; 12 ℄) all lie in [0; 1℄, so along somesubsequene n1i the numbers �n1i onverge. Along a further subsequenen2i the numbers �n((0; 1=4℄) and �n((12 ; 3=4℄) also onverge; along subse-quene subsequenes nki we an ensure that �n(A) onverges for eah inter-val A = ( j2k ; j02k ℄. Finally, along the diagonal sequene �nii(A) onverges forevery interval with dyadi-rational endpoints. Is the limit �1 a probabilitymeasure? 15



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti ProessesThe surprising answer is, maybe not. Think about a sequene �n ofmeasures eah giving probability one to the single point 2�n; the limit oughtto give probability one to the limit point 0, but 0 =2 (0; 1℄| and in fat thelimit is �(A) = 0 for all A � (0; 1℄. This is the only thing that an go wrong,however:Theorem 1 (Prohorov). Let �n be a sequene of probability measures on theBorel sets F of a omplete separable metri spae 
. Then some subsequene�nk onverges weakly to a subprobability measure �1 on F satisfying 0 ��1(
) � 1. If for eah � > 0 there is a ompat set K� � 
 satisfying�n(K�) � 1�� for every n, the sequene �n is said to be tight and neessarily�1(
) = 1. If every onvergent subsequene onverges to the same limitpoint �1, then the entire sequene onverges to �1.Theorem 2. A family fPng of probability measures on (C;B) is tight if andonly if� For eah � > 0 there is a B <1 suh that 8n, Pn[! : j!(0)j > B℄ < �;� For all � > 0 and � > 0 there is a Æ > 0 suh that 8n,Pn[! : supjs�tj<Æ j!(s)� !(t)j > �℄ < �:Informally, fPng is tight if the distributions onverge at any one spei�edpoint (onventionally 0, but it ould be anything) and if the modulus ofontinuity doesn't beome in�nite. The useful and easily veri�ed suÆientondition is:Theorem 3 (Kolmogorov). A family fPng of probability measures on (C;B)is tight if there exist numbers � > 0, � > 0, B <1, and C <1 suh that8n,� Enj!(0)j� � B;� Enj!(s)� !(t)j� � Cjt� sj1+�.5.3 Continuous Stohasti ProessesFor eah �nite set J � T let �J be a probability measure on jJ j-dimensionalEulidean spae RJ suh that, for J � J 0, the measure �J is the marginalfor �J 0 ; all suh a olletion of measures a \onsistent �nite dimensionaldistribution." For example, if m(t) is any funtion on T and (s; t) is a16



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proesses(positive de�nite) ovariane funtion, i.e., satis�es Pi;j�n zi�zj(ti; tj) > 0for every integer n, omplex z1; : : : ; zn, and times ftig � T , then we anonstrut a unique onsistent �nite dimensional distribution suh that foreah pair s; t 2 T , �fs;tg is bivariate Normal with mean vetor and ovarianematrix �m(s)m(t)� �(s; s) (s; t)(t; s) (t; t)�Obviously any measure � on (
1;F1) or on (C;B) indues a onsistent familyof �nite dimensional distributions. Any onsistent �nite dimensional distri-bution indues a unique measure on (
1;F1), but it's harder to indue ameasure on (C;B); the Poisson distributions won't work, for example, be-ause Poisson sample-paths aren't ontinuous. By Kolmogorov's Corollaryabove,Theorem 4. Let f�Jg be a onsistent family of �nite dimensional distri-butions. If there exist positive onstants � > 0, � > 0, and C > 0 suhthat EjX(s)�X(t)j� � Cjt� sj1+�, then f�Jg indues a unique probabilitymeasure on (C;B) and, moreover, for eah � > 0�! 2 C : t 7! !t is H�older ontinuous of index �� � ��has �-measure one.In partiular, a Gaussian distribution satis�es this ondition (with � =2�) if m(t) is H�older ontinuous of index 12 and if j(t; s)j � C 0jt� sj. Thisondition is satis�ed by Brownian motion (with or without drift), the Brow-nian bridge, the Orstein-Uhlenbek proess, geometri Brownian motion,et.6 The Brownian Bridge Revisited6.1 IntrodutionLast time we presented Kolmogorov's Theorem, a orollary to a theorem ofProkhorov:Theorem 5 (Kolmogorov). A family f�ng of probability measures on (C;B)is tight if there exist numbers � > 0, � > 0, B <1, and C <1 suh that8n,� R j!(0)j� d�n � B; 17



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proesses� R j!(s)� !(t)j� d�n � Cjt� sj1+�.In this ase any limit point � of f�ng is a probability measure givingprobability one to the set of H�older ontinuous funtions of index �=�.Today we will use this theorem to present another onstrution of theBrownian Bridge; the method is quite general, and is an important tool inonstruting and studying stohasti proesses.Let zn be an iid sequene of standard No(0; 1) random variables andde�ne x00 = x01 = 0. For n � 0 and 0 � i < 2n de�nexn+12i = xnixn+12i+1 = 12�xni + xni+1 + 2�n=2z2n+i� 0 � i < 2nIt's easy to verify that, with this spei�ation, the proessesXnt � xni + (2nt� i)(xni+1 � xni ) i2n � t < i+ 12n (3)have the Brownian Bridge ovariane �st = (s ^ t) � st for s; t 2 2�nN,induing the Gaussian measures�n(B) = P[Xn 2 B℄on the Borel sets B 2 B on C.For s; t not dyadi rationals in 2�nN, the ovariane of Xn (or �n) maynot quite be �st. A tedious but straightforward alulation from the def-initions shows that EXnsXnt = �st = (s ^ t) � st if the integer parts of2ns and 2nt di�er (b2ns 6= b2nt), for example, if js � tj > 21�n, while ifb2ns = b2nt = j, EXnsXnt = (s^ t)�st�2�n(1� (2nt� j))(2ns� j) di�ersfrom �st by no more than 2�n. It follows that E[(Xt+� � Xt)℄ = 0 and,for small enough �, that E[(Xt+� �Xt)2℄ = �(1 � �)(1 � 2�n); in partiular,E[jXt �Xsj� ℄ � � jt � sj�=2 for every � > 0 and Kolmogorov's riteria aresatis�ed.Let � be any limit point of the family f�ng. For any 0 � s � t � 1 thefuntion �(!) = eia!s+ib!t is ontinuous and bounded on C, so RC �(!) d�nonverges to RC �(!) d�; this is just the joint harateristi funtion of Xsand Xt, whih have the bivariate Normal distribution with mean �00� andovariane �s ss t� soZC eia!s+ib!t d�n ! ZC eia!s+ib!t d� = e� 12 [a2s(1�s)+2abs(1�t)+b2t(1�t)℄18



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proessesand under �, Xt(!) � !t is a stohasti proess with� ontinuous-paths;� normal distribution;� mean zero;� ovariane �st = (s ^ t)� st.This uniquely determines � as the Brownian Bridge distribution. Sinef�ng has a unique limit point, neessarily �n ) �. We have sueeded inonstruting the Brownian Bridge. By the way, we an now onstrut aBrownian Motion (or Wiener proess) for all time 0 � t <1 by the formulaWt = (1 + t)X� t1 + t�:The tehnique used in this onstrution of the Brownian Bridge is quitepowerful; the only features we used of the Brownian bridge were:� It has ontinuous-paths (otherwise, use Skorohod spae D);� We know how to approximate it by a sequene of proesses (3);� It has normally-distributed paths whose inrements have mean zero(any H�older ontinuous mean funtion would have been OK) and vari-ane E(Xt �Xs)2 = O(jt� sj);� We an identify the limit point: it is haraterized by the mean andovariane funtion, in this ase.The same tehnique works for many other proesses (even for in�nite-dimen-sional ones) whenever we an verify tightness and reognize the weak limit.6.2 Gaussian Conditional ExpetationsLet X be a multivariate Gaussian random vetor with expetation vetor� and ovariane matrix �. For eah subset I of indies denote by XI therandom vetor with omponents Xi; i 2 I; by �I the expetation E[XI ℄;and by �IJ the ovariane matrix �IJ = E[(XI � �I)(XJ � �J)T℄. If �JJ isnonsingular, a straightforward alulation yieldsE[XI j XJ ℄ = �I +�IJ��1JJ [XJ � �J ℄V[XI j XJ ℄ = �II � �IJ��1JJ�JI19



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proesses(in fat, the same formulas work even for singular �JJ if we interpret ��1JJas the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse). For mean-zero one-dimensionaljointly normal random variables x and y, we have E[y j x℄ = (E[xy℄=E[x2℄)xand V[y j x℄ = E[y2℄� E[xy℄2=E[x2℄.From these formulas we an ompute the Brownian Bridge's onditionalexpetation for s � t � u asE[Xt j Xs℄ = 1� t1� sXsV[Xt j Xs℄ = (1� t)(t� s)1� sE[Xt j Xs;Xu℄ = u� tu� sXs + t� su� sXuV[Xt j Xs;Xu℄ = (u� t)(t� s)u� sand, onsequently,E[(Xt+� �Xt) j Ft℄ = ��1� tXtV[(Xt+� �Xt) j Ft℄ = �� �21� t = �+O(�2)E[(Xt+� �Xt)2 j Ft℄ = �� �21� t + [ ��1� tXt℄2 = �+O(�2)6.3 SemimartingalesFrom the alulation E[Xt+� j Ft℄ = Xt � �1�tXt + O(�2) it follows that Xtis not a martingale, but that the proessWt = Xt + Z t0 Xs1� s dsis, with ontinuous paths and a Gaussian distribution. The ovariane fun-tion turns out to be s ^ t, so Wt is just Brownian motion and we have theurious representation Xt = X0 + Z t0 �Xs1� s ds+Wtof Xt as a semimartingale, the sum of a bounded-variation proess (hereX0 + R t0 �Xs1�s ds) and a martingale. This is our �rst example of a di�usionand of a stohasti integral. 20



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proesses7 Introdution to Stohasti Integration(Following Friedman, 1975, pp. 55{72)7.1 Introdution to Stohasti Integral EquationsLast time we onstruted the distribution � of the Brownian Bridge as ameasure on the anonial spae (C;B), and the B.B. itself as the anoni-al proess Xt(!) = !t on (C;B; �). Using normal distribution theory wealulated the onditional expetations E[Xt+� j Xt℄ = Xt � �1�tXt andV[Xt+� j Xt℄ = � � �21�t . Sine Xt is Markov, these are the same as theonditional expetations given the Borel Field generated by the entire pastof the proess up to time t, Ft = �[Xs : s � t℄. This led to the reognitionthat Wt = Xt � R t0 Xs1�sds is a ontinuous-path Gaussian martingale. Wealulated that the ovariane funtion is EWsWt = s ^ t and so reognizedWt as the Wiener proess, leading to the representationXt = Z t0 �Xs1� s ds + Wt: (4)This is our �rst example of a Stohasti Integral Equation (SIE): givena Brownian Motion Wt, we an try to \solve" (4) for the unknown proessXt. One way to proeed (suessive substitution)is to de�ne a sequene ofproesses by X0t � 0 andXn+1t = Z t0 �Xns1� s ds + Wt;upon subtrating,Xn+1t �Xnt = Z t0 Xn�1s �Xns1� s ds

21



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proessesso nt � sups�t jXn+1s �Xns j satis�es 0t = sup0�s�t jWsj and, for t � 1� �,nt � Z t0 n�1s1� s ds� ��1 Z t0 n�1s ds� ��2 Z t0 (t� s)n�2s ds� ��3 Z t0 (t� s)22 n�3s ds� ��n Z t0 (t� s)n�1(n� 1)! 0s ds � tn�nn!01 :Sine et=� sups�1 jWsj =P1n=0 tn�nn!01 <1, nt ! 0 uniformly on t � 1��and Xnt onverges uniformly on ompat sets to a limit Xt satisfying (4).Sine it's so easy to onstrut the Brownian Bridge by solving (4), andsine all we used was the onditional mean and variane of the in�nitesimalinrement E[Xt+� � Xt℄, maybe we an use a similar tehnique for otherproesses one we know the so-alled in�nitesimal mean and variane,E�(Xt+� �Xt) j Ft� = �t�+ o(�) E�(Xt+� �Xt)2 j Ft� = �t�+ o(�):7.2 Stohasti Integrals7.2.1 Stieltjes IntegralsAny �nite measure � on (0; 1℄ is determined uniquely by its distributionmeasure G(t) = ��(0; t℄�, sine the Borel sets are generated by the half-open intervals and ��(a; b℄� = G(b)�G(a). For any bounded and ontinuousfuntion f ,Z t0 f(s)�(ds) = limn!1 2�n 2nt�1Xj=0 f� j2n� �G�j + 12n ��G� j2n�� ;
22



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proessesjustifying the (18th-entury) Stieltjes notation R t0 f(s) dG(ds). For abso-lutely ontinuous G(t) = G0 + R t0 G0(s) ds, this isZ t0 f(s) dG(ds) = limn!1 2�n 2nt�1Xj=0 f� j2n�h 12nG0� j2n�+ o� 12n�i= Z t0 f(s)G0(s) ds:Whether or not G(t) is di�erentiable, the integration-by-parts formula holdsfor ontinuously di�erentiable funtions f ,Z t0 f(s) dG(ds) = f(t)G(t)� f(0)G(0) � Z t0 f 0(s)G(s) ds:For step funtions f(t) with a onstant value bi on eah of n intervals (ti; ti+1℄for 0 � t0 < t1 < � � � < tn, the integral is justZ t0 f(s) dG(ds) = n�1Xi=0 bi�G(t ^ ti+1)�G(t ^ ti)�:7.2.2 Wiener IntegralsNow let f(t) be a measurable real-valued funtion and onsider the problemof de�ning the Stieltjes-like integral Mt = R t0 f(s) dWs for Brownian MotionWs. Sine Ws is not di�erentiable, we an't use the representation Mt =R t0 f(s)W 0s ds as we did for di�erentiable funtions G(t) above. The othertwo alternatives do work, however; for ontinuously di�erentiable f(t) wean de�ne Z t0 f(s) dWs = f(t)Wt � Z t0 f 0(s)Ws ds;(note W0 = 0) or for step funtions we an de�neZ t0 f(s) dWs =X bi[Wt^ti+1 �Wt^ti ℄:
23



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti ProessesIn either ase Mt = R t0 f(s) dWs is a ontinuous-path Gaussian martingalewith mean zero and varianeE ��Z 10 f(u) dWu�2� = E24� n�1Xi=0 bi[Wti+1 �Wti ℄�� n�1Xj=0 bj [Wtj+1 �Wtj ℄�35= n�1Xi=0 b2i E[(Wti+1 �Wti)2℄ (by independene)= n�1Xi=0 b2i [ti+1 � ti℄ = Z 10 f(u)2 duand similarly ovarianeE �� Z s0 f(u) dWu�� Z t0 g(u) dWu�� = Z s^t0 f(u)g(u) du:8 Itô Stohasti Integrals and Di�usions(Following Friedman, 1975, pp. 55{72)8.1 Properties of Stohasti IntegralsLast time we onstruted the so-alled Wiener stohasti integral proessMt = R t0 f(s) dWs for nonrandom square-integrable funtions f(s). We de-�ned the integral �rst for step funtions f(t) = Pi bi1f(ti ;ti+1℄g as Mt =R t0 f(s) dWs =Pi bihWt^ti+1 �Wt^ti�, then extended by L2 ontinuity. Forontinuously di�erentiable funtions f(t) we also de�ned the integral byparts as Mt = R t0 f(s) dWs = f(t)Wt � R t0 f 0(s)Ws ds. For ontinuous fun-tions f(t) we have the L2-onvergent formulaMt = Z t0 f(s) dWs = limn!1 12n 2nt�1Xj=0 f� j2n ��W(j+1)=2n �Wj=2n� (5)whih makes it easy to see that the inrements Mt � Ms have Gaussiandistributions with mean zero and variane E(Mt �Ms)2 = R ts f2(u) du.It was Kyoshi Itô's observation that the same onstrution would alsowork for random integrands f(t), provided that always f(t) is square-integrableand independent of [Wt+� �Wt℄. Sine Wt has independent inrements, wean assure that independene by requiring that f(t) be Ft-measurable for24



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proesseseah t. The funtion ft = Wt satis�es this ondition, as does the BrownianBridge Xt = R t0 �Xs1�s ds+Wt and any Borel funtion �t = bt(Xt) of t and Xt.Call a stohasti proess �t (suh as Wt or bt(Xt)) adapted to the familyfFtg of BF's if �t is Ft-measurable for every t, i.e., if [! : �t(!) 2 A℄ 2 Ft foreah t � 0 and A 2 B, and let LW2 be the metri spae of adapted proessessatisfying E� R 10 �2t dt� < 1. Any suh proess �s 2 LW2 an be approxi-mated by an adapted simple funtion, with a onstant Fti-measurable valuebi(!) on the interval (ti; ti+1℄, for whih it is easy to alulate the stohastiintegral Mt = R t0 �s dWs = Pi bi[Wt^ti+1 �Wt^ti ℄. The mean and varianeof the resulting (usually non-Gaussian) Itô integral M1 are:E[M1℄ = E(Xi bi[Wti+1 �Wti ℄)=Xi E�bi[Wti+1 �Wti ℄	 = 0V[M1℄ = E(�Xi bi[Wti+1 �Wti ℄�2)=Xi E�b2i [Wti+1 �Wti ℄2	=Xi E�b2i 	 [ti+1 � ti℄= Z 10 E ��2s � dsand, more generally, E[Mt℄ = 0 and V[Mt℄ = E[M2t ℄ = R t0 E[�2s ℄ ds. Possiblymore revealing is the onditional variane; for ontinuous �s this isV[Mt+� j Ft℄ = Z t+�t E[�2s j Ft℄ ds = ��2t + o(�);so ��2t is just the onditional variane of [Mt+� �Mt℄, to �rst order in �.If �t 2 LW1 is a integrable adapted proess the inde�nite integral R t0 �s dsis de�ned in the usual (Lebesgue or Riemann) way; for any F0-measurablerandom variable X0, the sumXt = X0 + Z t0 �s ds+ Z t0 �s dWs25



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proessesis a ontinuous-path adapted proess whose inrements have onditionalmean and varianeE[Xt+� �Xt j Ft℄ = Z t+�t E[�s j Ft℄ ds= ��t + o(�);V[Xt+� �Xt j Ft℄ = ��2t + o(�):If we restrit our attention to Markov proesses Xt, then the onditionalmean and variane ��t and ��2t must be not only Ft-measurable, but �(Xt)-measurable| so, for some Borel funtions at(x) and bt(x), �t = at(Xt) and�t = bt(Xt) and initial values X0 2 F0, there exist solutions Xt to the\stohasti di�erential equation" (SDE)Xt = X0 + Z t0 as(Xs) ds+ Z t0 bs(Xs) dWs:Really, this is a stohasti integral equation, but by tradition it's more oftenalled a SDE. We have already met several examples, inluding:Brownian Bridge: X0 = 0, at(x) = �x1�t , and bt(x) = 1.Brownian Motion with Drift: X0 = x0, at(x) = �, and bt(x) = �.Geometri Brownian Motion: X0 = ex0 , at(x) = x(� + �22 ), andbt(x) = x�.Reeted Brownian Motion: X0 = 0, as(x) = Æ0(x), and bs(x) = 1.Here Æ0(x) denotes Dira's delta funtion, the (formal) derivative of thefuntion 1f[0;1)g(x); reeted Brownian motion is properly alled a di�usionwith boundary, and is more ompliated to study than the other proessesmentioned.The same method used in Setion (7.1) to solve the SDE for the Brow-nian Bridge will work more generally provided that both a(�) and b(�) areuniformly Lipshitz funtions with no more than linear growth.The lass of proesses Xt that are solutions to SDEs is alled di�usions.The remarkable and deep fat is that all ontinuous-path strong Markovproesses are di�usions; see (Karlin and Taylor, 1975, Chap. 15) or Strookand Varadhan (1979) or Itô and MKean (1965), among others, for de-tails. Similar expressions (with vetor a and matrix b) hold for Rn-valuedproesses Xt, with a similar haraterization: all path-ontinuous strongMarkov proesses are di�usions.
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Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proesses8.2 Itô's FormulaFor any �t(x) 2 C1+2(R+ � R), Taylor's formula gives�t+�(x+ �) = �t(x) + ����t + � ���x + �22 �2��x2 + o(�) + o(�2);and in partiular Yt = �t(Xt) satis�esYt+��Yt = ����t +�at(Xt)�+ bt(Xt)[Wt+��Wt℄����x + �b2t (Xt)2 �2��x2 +o(�);so Yt = �t(Xt) is itself a di�usion with starting point Y0 = �0(X0) anddi�usion oeÆients~at(x) = ���t + at(x)���x + b2t (x)2 �2��x2 and ~bt(x) = bt(x)���x :There is a lose onnetion between the di�usion Xt and the di�erentialoperator L� � at(x)���x + 12b2t (x)�2��x2 ;alled theGenerator of the proess. We have just seen that ~at(x) = ��t�t(x)+L�t(x), for example, so for any suÆiently smooth �t(x),Mt = �t(Xt)� Z t0 h���s + as(Ys)���x + 12b2s(Ys)�2��x2 i dsis a martingale. This, in fat, is the modern de�nition of the Di�usionProess with oeÆients as(x) and bs(x). In ontrast to the solution wefound earlier this is a weak solution, in that we �nd the distribution forXt but do not relate its inrements to a �xed Wiener proess known atthe outset. On the brighter side, existene and uniqueness may be provedmore generally for these weak solutions| Lipshitz ontinuity is no longerrequired. See Strook and Varadhan (1979) for more details (they were theones who �rst proved this). Note that Yt = �t(Xt) is itself a martingale(without subtrating a Lebesgue integral) if � satis�es the paraboli partialdi�erential equation ��=�t = �L�, i.e.,0 � h ��t + Li� = h��t(x)�t + at(x)��t(x)�x + 12b2t (x)�2�t(x)�x2 i:
27



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proesses8.2.1 ExamplesFor example, let �t(x) = x2; then L�(x) = 2at(x)x+ b2t (x), so Itô's formulagivesXt2 = X02 + Z t0 �2as(Xs)Xs + bs(Xs)2� ds+ Z t0 2Xs bs(X)s dWs:An interesting formula for every di�usion proess Xt follows from this:Z t0 2Xs dXs = Z t0 2Xs as(Xs) ds+ Z t0 2Xs bs(Xs) dWs= Z t0 2Xs as(Xs) ds+Xt2 �X02 � Z t0 �2as(Xs)Xs + bs(Xs)2�ds= Xt2 �X02 � Z t0 bs(Xs)2 ds; (6)for ordinary integrals we have, of ourse, R t0 2f(s) df(s) = f(t)2 � f(0)2,but for stohasti integrals there is an additional term. Even for Xt = Wt(i.e., a � 0 and b � 1) this is interesting and a little surprising: W 2t =R t0 2Ws dWs + t.8.3 InfereneSuppose we observe Xs for 0 � s � t, and believe that Xt is a di�usionproess; of ourse we an observe the initial value X0, but what an we inferabout the oeÆients as(x) and bs(x)? First let's onsider the di�usionoeÆient bs(x). There is no hope of inferring anything about bs(x) awayfrom the observed path (unless we make additional assumptions about theform of bs(x), but if we know as(x) and bs(x) to be suÆiently smooth inboth s and x, then for small � > 0 the quadrati variation between s and
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Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proessess+� isQs+�s (X) = limn!1 n�1Xi=0 �Xs+(i+1) �n �Xs+i �n �2= limn!1 n�1Xi=0 �as(Xs)( �n) + bs(Xs)(Ws+(i+1) �n �Ws+i �n )�2 + o(�)= bs(Xs)2 limn!1 n�1Xi=0(Ws+(i+1) �n �Ws+i �n )2 + o(�)= bs(Xs)2 limn!1 n�1Xi=0( �n)�21 + o(�) = �bs(Xs)2 limn!1�2n=n+ o(�)= �bs(Xs)2 + o(�):Thus bs(Xs)2 is observable without error as lim�!0Qs+�s (X)=�, and there isnothing interesting to say about inferring bs(x) (for omplete observations,anyway). Now let's onsider inferene about as(x). Sine bs(x) is observable,we may as well onsider only di�usions with onstant di�usion oeÆient:Xt = X0 + Z t0 as(Xs) ds+ �Wt:What an we learn from the path on 0 � s � t about as(x)? Let's try toompute the likelihood funtion for a. For large n set � = t=n and note thatX(i+1)� = Xi� + �ai� + ��W(i+1)� �Wi��+ o(�):The log likelihood for a upon observing only Xi�, i = 0; : : : ; n, is`n(a) = n � n2 log(2���2)� 12��2 X0�i<n �X(i+1)� �Xi� � �ai�(Xi�)�2 + o(�);for any onstant n; it's onvenient to hoose n so that `n(0) = 0, i.e.,n = n2 log(2���2) + 12��2 P0�i<n �X(i+1)� �Xi��2; whereupon`n(a) = 12��2 X0�i<n��X(i+1)� �Xi��2 � �X(i+1)� �Xi� � �ai�(Xi�)�2�+ o(�)= 12��2 X0�i<n�2��X(i+1)� �Xi��ai�(Xi�)� �2ai�(Xi�)2�+ o(�)= ��2 Z t0 as(Xs) dXs � 12�2 Z t0 as(Xs)2 ds+ o(�):29



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti ProessesNow we pass to the limit n!1 (and �! 0), `(a) = ��2� R t0 as(Xs) dXs �12 R t0 as(Xs)2 ds�.8.3.1 Example 1: Brownian Motion with DriftFor example, if Xt = X0+�t+�Wt is Brownian motion with onstant driftrate � and di�usion rate �2, then as(x) � � and the log likelihood beomes`(�) = �[Xt �X0℄=�2 � �2t=2�2;the MLE estimate is �̂ = [Xt �X0℄=t, while the Bayesian posterior distri-bution for a at prior is� �� fXs : 0 � s � tg � No�Xt �X0t ; �2t � :8.3.2 Example 2: Ornstein-UhlenbekNow if Xt = X0�� R t0 Xs ds+�Wt, or dXt = ��Xt dt+�dWt, then as(x) ���x, bs(x) � �, and`(�) = � ��2 Z t0 Xs dXs � �22�2 Z t0 (Xs)2 ds= � �2�2 �Xt2 �X02 � �2t�� �22�2 Z t0 (Xs)2 dsby (6), so the MLE is�̂ = �2t+X20 �X2tR t0 Xs2 dsand for a uniform prior we would have posterior� j fXs : 0 � s � tg � No �̂; �2R t0 Xs2 ds! :8.4 Testing HypothesesThe likelihood funtion provides the basis for testing hypotheses like H0 :Xt is a Wiener proess (with no drift) against alternatives like H1 : Xt isBrownian Motion with onstant drift or H2 : Xt is an O-U proess(with linear drift), by �nding either P -values or posterior probabilities.30



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proesses8.5 Girsanov's FormulaTo simplify expressions in this setion, resale if neessary so that �2 = 1,so X(t) will be the standard Wiener proess W (t) if a � 0 vanishes. Thelikelihood funtion�t � exp �`(a)� = exp�Z t0 as(Xs) dXs � 12 Z t0 as(Xs)2 ds�plays a speial role. It is a positive martingale, and so indues a new prob-ability measure Q on (
;F) byEQ[H℄ � EP [H�t℄for eah Ft-measurable H 2 L1(
;F ;P). Under this new measure (i.e.,on the probability spae (
;F ; Q)), Xt is a Wiener proess with no drift.The tehnique of swithing measures (from P to Q) to eliminate drift is apowerful one, used frequently in both the theoretial study of di�usions (itleads to the strongest existene and uniqueness results) and to mathematial�nane (where it goes under the name of \risk-neutral measure", useful foromputing option pries).9 Random Measures9.1 Nonparametri Statistis and Random MeasuresLet (X ;B) be a measurable spae and (
;F ;P) a probability spae. Denoteby M =M(X ;B) the vetor spae of �-�nite signed measures on (X ;B). Ifwe observe a random variable X 2 X , what an we say about its probabilitydistribution �X 2 M? The fundamental problem of statistis is makinginferene about �X on the basis of observation ofX. In a parametri analysiswe postulate that �X lies in a small family of distributions �X 2 fP� : � 2 �g(e.g., if X = Rn, we might postulate that �X lies in the multivariate normalfamily with onstant mean vetor and ovariane matrix � = �2I) indexedby a parameter � lying in a low-dimensional spae � (e.g., � = f(�; �2)g �
R2). If some �-�nite measure �(dx) dominates all the P�(dx), then theRadon-Nikodym derivative (or density) L(�; x) = P�(dx)=�(dx) is alled thelikelihood funtion and inferene often proeeds either by1. seeking the value �̂ 2 � that maximizes L(�;X), and studying itsproperties (the Frequentist approah); or by31



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proesses2. speifying a \prior" probability measure �(d�) on �, alulating theonditional \posterior" distribution �(d� j X), and studying its prop-erties (the Bayesian approah).In the nonparametri approah no �nite-dimensional � is postulated: allprobability measures � 2 M are regarded as possible distributions for X,and analysis proeeds either by1. seeking the value of � 2M that maximizes some analogue of the like-lihood like �(dx)=�(dx) for a referene measure � on X , and studyingits properties (the Frequentist approah); or by2. speifying a \prior" probability measure on the possible distributions� 2M, alulating the onditional \posterior" distribution, and study-ing its properties (the Bayesian approah).We an think of � as a \random measure," �rst under a prior distributionand later under a posterior. We now turn to the study of random measures.A random measure an be thought of in at least three di�erent ways:1. A funtion � : B � 
! R, mapping (B;!) 7! �(B;!) 2 R;2. A funtion � : 
!M, mapping ! 7! �(�; !) 2M;3. A funtion � : B ! L1(
;F ;P), mapping B 7! �(B; �) 2 L1(
;F ;P).We omit the ! and denote the value by �(B) in all three ases. The seondperspetive represents � simply as a random variable, taking values in someabstrat spae M; sometimes that's useful in tehnial arguments, but it isusually easier to think about random measures from the third perspetive,as a family of ordinary random variables indexed by the Borel sets B 2 B.9.2 Examples9.2.1 Example 1: Wiener MeasureFor any set T , any mean funtion � : T ! R, and any real positive-de�niteovariane funtion � : T �T ! R, there exists a probability spae (
;F ;P)and a Gaussian proess Xt indexed by t 2 T with E[Xt℄ = �t and E[(Xs ��s)(Xt � �t)℄ = �st. In partiular we an take T = B, the Borel sets inX = R+; �B = 0 for all B 2 B; and �AB = �(A\B), the Lebesgue measureof the intersetion. In this ase the \umulative distribution funtion" (orStieltjes funtion) W (t) = ��(0; t℄� assoiated with the random measure �32



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proessesis just the standard Wiener proess, and integrals R f(t)�(dt) of simple oreven L2 funtions are just the same as Wiener integrals R f(t) dWt. Theonstrution is not limited to R1, however, and just as easily leads to n-dimensional Gaussian measures and Wiener integrals, and the n-parameteranalogue of the Wiener proess sometimes alled the \Brownian Sheet."9.2.2 Example 2: Brownian BridgeIf we now take T = B((0; 1℄), the Borel sets in the unit interval X = (0; 1℄;�B = 0 for all B 2 B; and �AB = �(A \ B) � �(A)�(B), the umulativedistribution funtion B(t) = ��(0; t℄� is just the standard Brownian Bridgeproess, and integrals of simple or L2 funtions an be written in terms ofWiener integrals as R f(t)�(dt) = R f(t) dWt �W1 R f(t) dt for any Wienerproess Wt = Bt + tZ, Z � No(0; 1) independent of Bt.9.2.3 Example 3: The Gamma ProessPreliminaries: Gamma, Beta, and Dirihlet DistributionsIf X � Ga(�; 1) and Y � Ga(�; 1) are independent Gamma random vari-ables, then X and Y have joint distributionf(x; y) dx dy = x��1e�x�(�) y��1e�y�(�) 1fR+g(x)1fR+g(y) dx dyso W = X + Y and Z = XX+Y have joint distributionf(w; z) dw dz = (zw)��1e�zw�(�) ((1� z)w)��1e�(1�z)w�(�) w dw dz= �(�+ �)�(�)�(�) (z)��1(1� z)��1 dz w�+��1e�w�(�+ �) dwon z 2 [0; 1℄, w 2 R+. It follows that W and Z are independent withGa(� + �; 1) and Be(�; �) distributions, respetively; thus the onditionaldistribution of X, given X + Y = W , is that of W times an independentBe(�; �) variable. We will need this for � = � = 1=2n.The ConstrutionLet � be a �-�nite nonnegative measure on the spae (X ;B), and let(
;F ;P) be a probability spae. The Gamma Proess with mean � is arandom measure � : B � 
 ! R whih assigns independent Gamma ran-dom variables �(�i) � �(�i; 1) to disjoint sets �i 2 B with �nite measures�(�i) = �i <1. Here is an expliit onstrution of � for X = R+:33



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti ProessesLet zni be a doubly-indexed independent family of random variables withthe Beta distribution Be( 12n ; 12n ); the z0i are independent with uniform dis-tributions, the z1i have the Be(12 ; 12), et. De�ne a stohasti proess Xt atinteger times t 2 N by Xt = x0t wherex0t = tXi=1 � log(z0i );so Xt has independent inrements [Xt � Xs℄ with the �(t � s; 1) distribu-tion for integers s, t. For suessive n de�ne Xt at dyadi rational timesreursively by Xt = xni , t = i=2n, wherexn+12i = xnixn+12i+1 = xni + (xni+1 � xni )zn+1iThis de�nes Xt for all dyadi rational t; by our preliminary observationabove, the inrements [Xt�Xs℄ are independent with the Ga(t�s; 1) distribu-tion. The proessXt is nonnegative and nondereasing, so we an extend thede�nition to all of R+ by requiring right-ontinuity: Xt � inf[xni : t � i=2n℄.We will see below that right-ontinuity is the best we an hope for, i.e.,that the proess Xt does not have ontinuous sample paths (in fat, it hasin�nitely many jumps in every open interval (t; t + �) almost surely!) Forboth rational and irrational s < t, the inrements [Xt�Xs℄ are independentwith the Gamma ��(t � s); 1� distributions, and hene with �nite meansE[Xt �Xs℄ = (t� s) and varianes V[Xt �Xs℄ = (t� s).Given any �-�nite measure � on R+, de�ne a right-ontinuous funtionA(x) = ��(0; x℄� and a random measure � by:��(s; t℄� = XA(t) �XA(s)for the standard Gamma proess Xt de�ned above. We extend by additivityto the �eld generated by the half-open intervals (s; t℄, and by ontinuity tothe Borel sets with �nite �-measure, upon noting thatE��(s; t℄� = [A(t)�A(s)℄ = ��(s; t℄�V��(s; t℄� = [A(t)�A(s)℄ = ��(s; t℄�:By L2 ontinuity, E[�(B)℄ = V[�(B)℄ = �(B) for all B 2 B. We will seebelow that, almost surely, � is a disrete measure onentrated on a randomountable set of points f�i(!)g. 34



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proesses9.2.4 Example 4: The Dirihlet ProessNow let � be a �nite nonnegative measure on (X ;B) and let �(dx) bea Gamma proess random measure with mean E[�(dx)℄ = �(dx). Sine�(R+) <1, �(R+) is a well-de�ned random variable and we an onstrut�(A) = �(A)�(R+)for all A 2 B. Eah random variable �(A) has a Beta Be��(A); �(A)�distribution, and for any partition �i of X into n disjoint sets, the n-variaterandom variables Xi = �(�i) have the Dirihlet Di(�1; � � � ; �n) distributionwith parameters �i = �(�i). Just as the Gamma proess � was almost-surely onentrated on a ountable set of points �i, so too is the Dirihletproess �... in fat, it is the same set f�ig! The Dirihlet proess is, almostsurely, a disrete distribution.The Dirihlet Proess is an important example, beause of its use innonparametri Bayesian statistis. The prinipal result is this:Theorem 6. Let � � Di(�0) for some �nite measure �0 and let fXig beindependent observations from distribution �. Then the onditional distribu-tion of �, given the observations X1; : : : ;Xn, is again Dirihlet, � � Di(�n),for the measure �n(dx) = �0(dx)+Pni=1 ÆXi(dx) equal to �0(dx) plus a unitpoint mass at eah observed Xi.Corollary 1. Under the same onditions, the preditive distribution forXn+1 assigns mass 1n+�(R) to x = Xi for eah 1 � i � n and the rest of themass �(R)n+�(R) to the normalized prior, �(dx)�(R) .Note that, from the orollary, the probability of a tie among the �rst nvariables is at least1� nYi=1� �(R)�(R) + i� 1� = 1� �(R)n���(R)����(R) + n� ;arbitrarily lose to 1 for large enough n; if the Xi \really" ome from anyontinuous distribution, no ties will be observed no matter how large nmightbe. If f(x) is any density at all and � > 0, the posterior for a Bayesianprior giving probability � to �X(dx) = f(x) dx and 1�� to � � Di(�0) willeventually be onentrated on f(x). This proves that Bayesian analysis anbe inonsistent. See me for more referenes if you're interested in this point.35



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proesses9.3 Path Disontinuity and SII ProessesA elebrated theorem of L�evy and Khinhine asserts that every2 stationary,independent inrement (SII) proess Xt has a harateristi funtion of theform: E[ei!Xt ℄ = exp�i!x0 + it!m� t�2!22 + tZR �ei!u � 1� �(du)� (7)for some initial value x0, drift m, di�usion onstant �2, and jump rateor \L�evy" measure �. If �(du) � 0 then Xt is simply Brownian motionwith drift, Xt = x0 + mt + �Wt| more generally, �(E) is the rate atwhih the proess jumps by amounts u 2 E. The total jump rate �(R)need not be �nite, but � must satisfy R �1 ^ juj��(du) < 1. It's OK tohave in�nitely many tiny jumps, but only if they're small enough to have(almost surely) a �nite sum. If �(R) <1 then we an interpret the proessas one with exponentially distributed waiting times (with means 1=�(R))between suessive jumps, whih are randomly distributed with distribution�(du)=�(R). With a little more work it's possible to make sense of proesseswith jump measures satisfying only the weaker ondition R �1^ u2��(du) <1, but the argument gets more subtle (see the footnote).A standard Poisson proessN(t), for example, has harateristi funtionE[ei!Xt ℄ = 1Xk=0 e�t tkk!ei!k = et(ei!�1);orresponding to x0 = 0, m = 0, �2 = 0, and �(du) = Æ1(du) in (7). Ageneralized Poisson proess is a sum Xt = Pi uiNi(rit) of re-saled inde-pendent Poissons, whih takes jumps of sizes ui 2 R (positive or negative)at rates ri > 0; it has L�evy measure �(du) =Pi riÆui(du) on B(R). Any SIIproess an be approximated by the sum of Brownian motion with drift anda generalized Poisson Proess. In partiular, its paths will be ontinuousif and only if it is Brownian, and if not we an �nd the rate of jumps byidentifying the L�evy measure �.For example, the harateristi funtion of the standard Gamma ProessXt � Ga(t; 1) is E[ei!Xt ℄ = (1 � i!)�t. It has no drift or di�usion part, and2This is a slight simpli�ation, adequate for most ommon in�nitely divisible (ID)distributions inluding Poisson, Gamma, Negative Binomial, and �-stables with � < 1.For some others, inluding the Cauhy and other �-stables with � � 1, \ompensation"is required and some interesting quirks arise. We'll speak more about this later in theourse, but ask me sooner if you're interested.36



Robert L. Wolpert STA 357: Stohasti Proesseshas L�evy measure �(du) satisfying�t log(1� i!) = tZR �eiu! � 1� �(du)or, after di�erentiating with respet to !,it1� i! = tZR iueiu! �(du)But it R10 e�u(1�i!)du = it(1� i!)�1, soite�u1f(0;1)g(u) du = tiu �(du)�(du) = u�1e�u du (u > 0):This is not a �nite measure, so the Gamma proess jumps in�nitely oftenin every time interval; the rate of jumps bigger than � is R1� e�u=u du =E1(�) � log(1=�) � e for the exponential integral funtion E1 and Euler'sgamma onstant e � 0:577216. This is �nite for every � > 0, but on-verges to in�nity as � ! 0. The mean sum of all jumps in time (0; t℄ ist R10 ue�u=u du = t < 1| even though there are in�nitely-many jumps,most are quite small and their total aumulation Xt is almost-surely �nite.As interesting exerises, try to �nd:1. The L�evy measure �(du) for the Cauhy proess with harateristifuntion E[ei!Xt ℄ = e�tj!j;2. The joint distribution for the largest jump of the Gamma proessXt � Ga(��dt)� in the time interval (0; t℄ and the time � at whihit ours (hint: do �(dt) = dt �rst);3. The joint distribution for the largest jump of the Dirihlet proessXt � Di(��dt)� in the time interval (0; t℄, and the time � at whih itours.
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